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ABSTRACT
GOD'S GONNA TROUBLE THE WATER is a noir set in Grenada, MS in
the 1930s. This novel explores the issues of race, gender, and
class via the protagonist, a thirtysomething black woman who
despite her low status in the socioeconomic hierarchy of this
small southern town is able to navigate the delicate
complexities of the environment to search for her missing
granddaughter, a mixed raced toddler whose father is the son of
a prominent white land owner. Although national history portrays
Mississippi as maintaining a polarizing view on race relations,
the novel will explore how this idea of Mississippi is not
accurate. The protagonist encounters resistance and assistance
within her community as well as outside. This novel investigates
how secrets are protected within communities and how communities
respond when the secrets are revealed
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GOD'S GONNA TROUBLE THE WATER
I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen

63

I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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I
Elnora Harden had just sat down on her back step to sort through
a mess of mustard greens when the pounding started on her front
door. Everybody in Boone Alley knew she kept the front bolted
shut except for emergencies or business. Even then, she rarely
answered it. With heavy, dark clouds rolling in, she wanted the
greens cleaned, in the pot, and on the stove before the storm
hit. This disturbance already had her on edge because it was
interference. Dammit, Elnora hated interferences.
“All right, shit,” she muttered under her breath.
She dropped a dishtowel over the sorted pot of greens and put
both it and the dirty, unpicked batch on the back porch out of
the way of the potential downfall. The noise at her door hadn’t
stopped by the time she reached it and her temper was beginning
to match the tempo. She wiped her hands clean on her apron and
yanked the door open. Curses waited on the tip of her tongue.
They had to wait longer still because the front porch was empty.
Elnora stepped outside. The slamming of the screen
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